Germany to return Namibian skulls

Germany’s move to return skulls to Namibia (also known as South West Africa) is a momentous event as it marks the end of a dark chapter in German history. The skulls were taken from Herero and Nama people as early as 1905, when Germany’s colonialists suppressed a rebellion by the Herero and Nama people against German colonialism. This rebellion was led by several Namibian leaders, including Herero chief Samuel Maharero and Nama chief Lucas Mangope. The German colonialists responded with brutal violence, leading to the deaths of thousands of Herero and Nama people. The skulls were taken as souvenirs or as part of scientific studies.

Despite the passing of time, the pain and suffering of the people of Namibia from German colonialism continue to be felt. The return of these skulls is a small but significant step towards healing and reconciliation.

Medics jailed for supporting Bahraini rallies

Bahraini authorities have detained at least 13 medics, including two doctors and a nursing supervisor, for supporting political protests. The medics were arrested while demonstrating outside of a hospital in the village of Al-Risiqa. They were later charged with inciting violence, attacking police, and participating in an unauthorized demonstration. The medics were also accused of renovations and admissions at a local hospital in the village. They were released on bail after spending several days in prison.

The Bahraini government has been cracking down on political dissent andุมิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิิिinning on the tourism industry in the area. The tourism industry in the area is very important for the economy of the region. The government plans to develop tourism further by creating new tourism facilities and by promoting tourism to the region.

Palau independence day

Palau independence day is observed on April 1st and marks the 17th anniversary of Palau's independence from the United States. It is a day of celebration and remembrance for the people of Palau, who gained independence from the United States in 1994. The day is marked with parades, music, and speeches honoring the country's independence.

Becoming a thriving democracy

The Republic of Palau is a democratic country with a vibrant civil society and a strong commitment to human rights. Palau is a small island nation located in the Pacific Ocean and is known for its beautiful beaches and coral reefs. The people of Palau are proud of their culture and heritage, and they work hard to preserve it.

Minister for Tourism Johannes Terebizic, Deputy Prime Minister Keddy Min-mort, Minister of the Interior and Police and Armament Service, and Minister of the Interior and Police and Armament Service, have emphasized the importance of tourism to the economy of Palau. They have also thanked the people of Palau for their support and dedication to the country.

Congratulations to the People of the Republic of Palau on the 17th Anniversary of Their Independence Day.